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Having been a financial practitioner for the last
3 decades, I'm very confident that we will be
here to stay until the next century .
Allow me to substantiate this statement of
mine, human beings don’t like conversing with
a machine or any artificially Intelligent
application in discovering their physical needs
and financial situation. Only a human being
can understand a living person’s wants & needs.
The virtual assistant powered by AI can NEVER
replace the human touch.
Most of the big banks have also realised that
people don't like to leave voice mails and when
dealing with voice automated machines where
you are asked to “to press 1 to increase credit
limit , etc” Most of the time , we press 0, to
speak to a customer service officer .Why is that
so ?
It's was experimented in Japan and my MDRT
colleagues from the United states of America
(USA) to the United Kingdom (UK) have feed
backed to me that virtual assistants cannot
bring in MORE life and general insurance
business than human advisors.
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Reason being, consumers will not like to
deal with a virtual assistant and will not be
comfortable letting their financial futures
be decided by one as well.
Let me quote you a real life example,
whenever I send my Lexus for the usual
10,000 km service requirement check, the
customer service officer (CSO) at the front
desk who takes my booking greets me by
my surname and even offers me
refreshments while waiting for my Audi to
be serviced.
AI and virtual assistants can also do the
job of arranging and facilitating the
service check , however , the teasing,
banter and the human touch such as a
handshake , the wink of an eye that the
Lexus CSO gives you will certainly brighten
up your day. I don't think a virtual
assistant can ever understand your mood,
soul and financial dreams, the virtual
assistant can only provide facts and figures
that aid in decision making.

When a financial practitioner
succeeds in breaking through
the clutter and the noise and
is able to clearly articulate and
identify the client’s financial
problems and is also able to
genuinely & accurately solve
them, that will be powerful

The act of listening, being
empathetic & sympathetic is
when the client comes to believe
that the advisor understands him
or her. Active listening builds and
aids in the mutual exploration of
ideas
Good listening must be active,
incisive, conscious, involved, and
interactive. Can the virtual
assistants do all that? A
successful sales professional will
listen for what is said and what is
unspoken as well, In addition to
that, it is also necessary to
confirm and validate what we
have heard.
We must listen and also give the
client the FEELING of having
been listened too as well, the
virtual assistants or AI can only
store/ record what’s being heard
like a hard disk. This is vital to
earning the right to move
forward.
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Having defined the financial needs of the client,
one might think that the next logical step is to let
the AI/virtual assistant come up with a range of
financial planning solutions, a problem may have
many solutions, depending on what the clients
wishes to achieve, and which future state he/ she
wishes to be in. The role of joint envisioning of
financial goals with the client aids in building trust
and rapport.
I conclude that when a financial practitioner
succeeds in breaking through the clutter and the
noise and is able to clearly articulate and identify
the client’s financial problems and is also able to
genuinely & accurately solve them, that will be
powerful enough to create a bond that Virtual
assistants and AI application cannot do, virtual
assistants can only take orders and suggest
generic solutions but will never be able to provide
individual personalised solutions, this is something
only a human financial practitioner can do, with
that I rest my case.
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